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1 INTRODUCTION

Strategy and organization are products of the mind. The brain, groups, organizations, or entire societies, can be understood as networks of flowing information (cf. Castells, 2000; Hutchins, 1995; Yu, Huang, Singer, & Nikolić, 2008). Human intelligence correlates with network properties of brain anatomy and its processing of information (cf. Li et al., 2009). In addition, researchers have begun to study collective intelligence (Woolley et al., 2011), and its many guises in organizational, distributed, or technology-enabled form (cf. Tollefsen, 2006). In collective intelligence, as in individual intelligence, the structure of information flows is vital to performance (cf. Woolley et al., 2011).

Given the centrality of individual and collective intelligence to so much human and organizational endeavor, a more fundamental understanding of its underlying informational structure, and future potential, is of value. But while the importance of structured networks of flowing information is widely recognized, there is no holistic theory of what, if any, network structures are most valuable to intelligence and its optimization. In addressing the challenge of structure, this paper builds a parsimonious model of both collective and individual intelligence as aggregations of two network archetypes.

To shape the argument, the article draws on research and examples from management, finance, entrepreneurship, and organizations; collective intentionality, and collective intelligence (or its absence), writ large. First, it selectively reviews literature on managerial, organizational, and collective cognition. Next, it addresses individual and collective intelligence. There is stress on scholars’ attempts to cognitively link the individual and the collective, particularly in group or organizational contexts. Having identified some pivotal network-related themes, the paper then breaks new ground by considering how types of network explain and predict cognitive outcomes at different levels of analysis. Propositions are developed for researchers of collective and organizational intelligence. The paper concludes with a model of networked, multi-level cognition, and implications for theory, followed by a summary.

2 MANAGERIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL COGNITION

Managerial cognition is widely considered an organizational capability. Managers can re-interpret the business environment and arrange capabilities to fit emerging opportunities (Bingham, Eisenhardt, & Furr, 2007; Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000). Managerial awareness of context affects how organizations grasp opportunities and, significantly, this mediates performance outcomes. The matching of organizational capabilities to context is cognitive; a better fit causes a better outcome (Eggers & Kaplan, 2009; Taylor & Helfat, 2009). Better outcomes might also be caused by better group-working. Groups can give rise to the collective mind; it emerges wherein individuals process information with heed while cognitively contributing and subordinating their actions to collective performance (Weick & Roberts, 1993).

Both human and social capital are important to organizational performance (cf. Hitt, Bierman, Shimizu, & Kochhar, 2001). Improved organizational performance can be related to two dimensions of activity. First, there is striving for greater efficiency (broadly stated, refining established processes), which tends to mediate against, second, exploration (broadly stated, trying new processes, as concerning much entrepreneurial work). To improve performance, managers interact, discuss and share ideas. For example, the “...structure of communication..."
networks...can affect system-level performance... when agents are dealing with a complex problem, the more efficient the network...the better the short-run but the lower the long-run performance of the system...an inefficient network maintains diversity in the system and is thus better for exploration than an efficient network...” (Lazar & Friedman, 2007, p. 667). Social structure is an established mediator of collective (and individual-level) performance (cf. Burt, 2000).

Managerial awareness of context affects how organizations grasp opportunities and, significantly, this mediates performance outcomes. The matching of organizational capabilities to context is cognitive; a better fit causes a better outcome.

Social capital catalyzes intellectual capital. Organizations, by their very nature, tend to cultivate dense social networks and so foster intellectual capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). The global structure of group activity or behavior emerges from local interactions; behavioral dependencies between individuals are a substrate of distributed information processing. Organizations are, thereby, distributed information-processing systems (cf. Hutchins, 1995). They are mental entities capable of thought (Sandelands, & Stablein, 1987). An organization’s processing of information exhibits complexity and bears comparison to the brain’s neuroanatomy (cf. Boden, 1990).

Seen by these lights, the organization is a complex adaptive system of flowing information. It is somewhat defined by its dense social networks and their tendency to concentrate intellectual capital. Social and intellectual capital affect the organization’s adaptive potential and hence its performance outcomes. Long-run performance has been tied to a blend of organizational efficiency and novelty. The next section considers the adaptive potential labelled intelligence.

3 | INTELLIGENCE

Intelligence involves the ability to learn from experience, adapt to new circumstances, handle abstractions, and to manipulate one’s environment. (cf. Sternberg, 1999). Intelligence encompasses the individual’s context, and the ability to fit to that environment. Adaption can include changing oneself and changing the environment.

Adaptation is diverse: the changes required for sports, business, science, or the arts, are all, somewhat, different. Adaptation often requires a mix of cognitive abilities. Learning, perception, memory, reasoning, and problem-solving, might all be relevant. Hence, intelligence involves a selective combination of abilities. For example, an engineer learning about a new technology might read and memorize articles and drawings, apply that learning to reason through a technical challenge and so solve engineering problems with the new technology. Until recent decades, such seemingly-obvious analysis of intelligence—incorporating its diversity, blending of abilities, and adaptive role—did not characterize much of the debate about what intelligence is and how it functions (Sternberg & Berg, 1986).

3.1 | Order in cognition and intelligence

The research reviewed so far suggests that the structure of information flows and human interactions are vital features of collective cognition. To take collective cognition—and resultant collective intelligence—seriously, is to understand how cognition flows between heads in nonindividualistic ways. In this section, the focus shifts to the causes of order in cognition. This helps jump the chasm between supposedly intracranial cognition, and extracranial, intentional phenomena, such as collective work.

There is a wealth of evidence for cognition and intelligence being structured in important ways. For example, intelligence correlates with neuroanatomical properties of the brain, such as the speed of action of neurons or the average path lengths of electrical activity across the cortex (cf. Li et al., 2009; Luders, Narr, Thompson, & Toga, 2009; Wen et al., 2011). These scholars interpret intelligence as caused by the structure of the physical systems on which it depends. Neuroanatomy is crucial to cognition and to intelligence. Order or structure in cognitive systems becomes a central theme.

Traditionally, order in cognitive systems has been conceived as the result of brain-based representation, programs, or computation. Phenomena such as development, movement, perception, or social behaviors, have been explained in terms of genetic programs, mental representations or brain-area specializations (Wagman, 2010). Yet, “the emergence of order in physical or biological systems is typically explained by means of self-organization” (Wagman, 2010, p. 46). Examples of self-organization include models of birds’ flocking behavior (Reynolds, 1987), or power laws to describe animals’ movement (Pennycuick, 1975). Characteristic of these examples is that patterns “emerge...from a cascade of dynamic local interaction across the various levels of a complex system...The global pattern itself is not contained within any of the local interactions but rather emerges as a lawful consequence of those interactions” (Wagman, 2010: 32). Hence, what can appear as an overall system structure is an emergent outcome of how elements of the system work, operate, or move with their neighboring elements. Theories based on dynamic self-organization lay claim to parsimonious explanatory power (Wagman, 2010), yet without being reductive (cf. Anderson, 1972, for antireductionist arguments; Campbell, 1990, for how systems theory evades reductionism).

Seen by these lights, the organization is a complex adaptive system of flowing information. It is somewhat defined by its dense social networks and their tendency to concentrate intellectual capital. Social and intellectual capital affect the organization’s adaptive potential and hence its performance outcomes.
There is, apparent in the research literature, a theoretical incommensurability between the cognitive on the one-hand, and the physical or biological on the other. Cognition and its context have been understood in different terms. But theorists point out that knowing is inseparable from doing; mind and context are entangled. Cognition is situated (Wilson, 2002). Given the context-dependence of cognition, we argue that incommensurability is a brake on advancing knowledge. A model of cognitive order would profit from terms shared with its physical and biological context, wherein common terms of analysis need not imply reduction to other sciences. Having addressed the nature of individual human intelligence, with some conceptual links to organizations, the article next considers research on collective intelligence.

3.2 | Collective intelligence
The study of human intelligence has been deep-rooted in the research literature for many decades (cf. Sternberg & Berg, 1986). Yet, organizational or collective interpretations of intelligence represent a slight stream of research in the management literature, and beyond. Moreover, if collective cognition is an accepted construct, then collective intelligence is a logical consequence.

A metric “c” of collective intelligence exists (Woolley, Chabris, Pentland, Hashmi, & Malone, 2010). It has predictive power for group performance in a variety of challenging tasks. Collective intelligence is caused by three factors: first, by the higher social sensitivity of group members; second, by a more even distribution of contributions from team members; third, higher intelligence is associated with more females in the group, although much of this factor is explained by females’ higher social sensitivity. Neither highest-in-group nor average IQ has much explanatory power for group performance (Woolley et al., 2010).

Woolley et al. (2010), define a statistical basis for, and causes of, collective intelligence. However, their study concerns tasks taking hours (and not days or years), and the groups contain few members (less than eight in all cases). One might ask, therefore, to what extent c predicts outcomes for tasks of much higher complexity, specificity (e.g. technology-enabled), across tens, hundreds or thousands of workers, for months, years, or decades of effort. In short, that c is revealed for small groups in an experimental test-setting does not imply likewise for real-world groups or organizations.

Rather than examine group test performance and related factor analysis, Glynn (1996), grounds her definition on the adaptive potential of an organization:

Organizational intelligence is...to process, interpret, encode, manipulate, and access information in a purposeful, goal-directed manner, so it can increase its adaptive potential... [and] is related to solving problems, meeting objectives, and making effective responses to environmental challenges... (Glynn, 1996, p. 1088)

Organizational intelligence is positively correlated with performance outcomes. It can be inextricable from organizational routines, from social process, and from organizational culture (Glynn, 1996).

3.3 | Summarizing the literature on collective intelligence
Managers mindfully subordinate their individual interests to shared concerns to form a collective mind. Such a mind in adaptive pursuit of goals shows collective intelligence. On this view, managerial cognition springs from striving for higher collective intelligence. It is inextricably tied to action. Furthermore, statistical research shows the potency of the collective mind is little-dependent on individuals’ cognitive powers, and much-dependent on their ways and patterns of interrelating. In organizations, those patterns liken to the complex structure of neuroanatomy in the human brain. The structure of flowing information is material to collective intelligence.

4 | EXTENDING THE MIND
In attempting to understand how individual and collective cognition combine, prior sections discuss networks of information. Because cognition—collective or otherwise—is inextricably embedded in context (cf. Hutchins, 1995), the terms in which one analyzes mind and context should be shared. Complex systems offer such promise; they non-reductively account for both the structure of cognition and its embedding-in-context (Wagman, 2010).

This section introduces the Extended Mind (Clarke & Chalmers, 1998). This proffers an understanding of how the mind interacts with its context, and it links individual to collective cognition.

Furthermore, statistical research shows the potency of the collective mind is little-dependent on individuals’ cognitive powers, and much-dependent on their ways and patterns of interrelating. In organizations, those patterns liken to the complex structure of neuroanatomy in the human brain.

The Extended Mind relates to external artifacts being used in ways equivalent to internal cognition (Clark & Chalmers, 1998). On this view, extracranial objects or information—forexample, the note to buy milk on the way home—act with functional equivalence to internally-memorizing
the need to buy milk. The intracranial mind and its context are now coupled via the note. Thereby, the mind, as usually understood, is extended. The criterion for mind extension is that, with coupling, the artifacts or processes in question have equivalence to the coupled internal processes.

Language is a foremost means by which cognition is extended (Clark & Chalmers, 1998). The Extended Mind can include social ties and culture (cf. Hutchins, 1995; Logan, 2007). With the mind being so embedded in its biological, physical, and conceptual environs, an understanding of cognitive structure should take account of both intracranial processes and their extracranial, functional linkages. In this way, boundaries between individual and, for example, organizational intelligence, are pervious; both extend beyond the skull of any individual and both interact with context. Cognition is externalized and de-individualized. There is now no solid divide between the cognition of the manager and the organization (cf. Tollesen, 2006, for a parallel argument). They can co-depend via such means as routines or databases.

The next section breaks new ground by developing the novel idea of invariant patterning mechanisms in Extended Mind cognition. Patterns come from specific principles of self-organization (Wagman, 2010). Understanding such structures bids new ways to cultivate collective intelligence. Later, research propositions are derived from the observation of common, intelligence-causing patterns of information flow.

### 4.1 The (extended) mind as network archetypes

This section addresses the structure of optimal networks. The argument so far—entirely built on well-established research findings, albeit from diverse fields of study—has established that structured information flows are functional to intelligence at both individual and collective levels of analysis. Moreover, different levels of network interact—via the Extended Mind—in important ways. Specific network archetypes are now hypothesized as underlying cognition at both intra- and extracranial levels of analysis. Constructal law (Bejan, 1997) is discussed first. Subsequently, Small World networks (cf. & Buchanan, 2003) are addressed.

#### 4.1.1 The first principle of optimal flow: Efficiency

Constructal law proposes self-organization within flowing physical systems (Bejan, 1997; Bejan & Lorente, 2010). Its disciplinary origin is thermal dynamics. Constructal law notes that if a flowing system—such as lightning or animals' migratory paths—has freedom to adapt its configuration, then the flow is eased over time. Moreover, that flow tends to a tree-like, or dendritic, pattern.

Constructal law asserts, “for a finite-size flow system to persist... it must evolve...such that it provides easier access to the currents that flow” (Bejan & Merkx, 2007, p. 2). The law identifies a general pattern—not an exact structure—that freely-adapting flowing systems display. Constructal systems are often considered in terms of flow maximization, or, similarly, flow-time minimization. The flow can be (bidirectionally) from a volume, area or line, to a point.

Examples of biological Constructal flow include the lungs, blood flow, neurons, and much from the botanical world. These all describe tree-like, or dendritic, patterns. Constructal informational flow is noted in language use, database searches, the movement of information between universities (Bejan, 2009), information within financial markets (Sweo & Pate, 2010), or the structure of Guanxi networks (Chester, 2016). Constructal physical designs include street layouts, the spatial distribution of settlement sizes, river deltas, and thermal flow across metals (Bejan & Merkx, 2007). Hence, Constructal law applies to biological, conceptual, and physical—either natural or man-made—systems. It specifies in measurable terms how flowing shapes are created, change, and optimized. Given the importance of efficiency and optimization to organizations, Constructal law offers insight (Figure 1).

Constructal law notes that if a flowing system—such as lightning or animals' migratory paths—has freedom to adapt its configuration, then the flow is eased over time. Moreover, that flow tends to a tree-like, or dendritic, pattern.

A few conditions are necessary for Constructal law to manifest: freedom for the flow to adapt; a material flow volume (e.g. one can view, in Constructal terms, the migratory paths of 1,000 of buffalo, but not 10); there must be memory in the system (e.g. paths smoothed through the brush and made easier to walk); and there must be places of easier and harder flow, that is, the region hosting the flow system cannot be eternally uniform in resisting the flow.

Constructal properties of the brain, and the environment in which it is situated, have implications for our understanding of intelligence. Li et al. (2009) hypothesize that higher intelligence derives from higher global efficiency of the brain's anatomical network. They find that general intelligence scores are significantly correlated with net-work properties; shorter path lengths; and higher overall efficiency. Efficiency in neural architecture is a foundation of intelligence. In addition, reaction speed is positively correlated with intelligence for complex tasks (Schweizer, 2001), while withered (thinner, slower acting) neurons are associated with lower intelligence (cf. Comery et al., 1997).

In summary, Constructal law—essentially a Principle of Least Effort (Zipf, 1949)—describes order in flowing systems. The research literature shows that efficient cognition correlates with intelligence. But if efficient cognition is comprised of a salient flowing system, then its optimization is Constructal. Intelligence is efficient, and efficiency is Constructal. Moreover, the idea of the Extended Mind suggests that cognition can be both externalized and de-individualized. If cognition is extended, then, by implication, so is intelligence. This suggests that more intelligent
individuals create more efficient Constructal flows in service of the Extended Mind. Put another way, a group or individual can operate within salient Constructal flows to become more intelligent. Constructal law supports common terms of analysis of both intracranial cognition, and the Extended (or organizational) Mind.

To distil: given that comparable organizations, with similar goals, vary in terms of their efficiency in pursuing those goals, it is argued that the greater efficiency of an organization can be explained in terms of its embedding in Constructal networks, for example, for gaining or sharing rapid-fire information, or crafting lean logistical networks. So, when comparing the same complex information flows demanding efficiency across peer organizations:

Proposition 1 More efficient organizations employ more Constructal-like informational flows than peers.

4.1.2 The second principle of optimal flow: Optionality

While Constructal law describes optimally energy-efficient directed flow systems, the more widely known Small World networks appear in cases of agency. Small Worlds are optimal in terms of offering the shortest average path length between randomly-selected nodes, and hence the optionality of time- or energy-constrained agents travelling that network. They optimize economical optionality but, unlike Constructal networks, not energy efficiency in the case of impassively directed flow.

A Small World network is a mathematical graph in which most nodes are not directly connected, but, in most cases, any two randomly selected nodes are connected indirectly via a small number of other nodes. More formally, a Small World is a network in which the distance between two randomly chosen nodes (i.e., the number of node-jumps required to travel between the two chosen nodes) grows proportionally to the logarithm of the number of nodes in the network (Figure 2).

Small Worlds are observable in human and animal social networks, the physical structure of the internet, and in transport networks, such as national and international flight paths via various hub airports at major cities (Buchanan, 2003). Anatomical connections in the brain show small world topology (Sporns, Chialvo, Kaiser, & Hilgetag, 2004), as does the pattern of synchronized electrical activity between cortical regions (Yu et al., 2008). Creative processes within the brain exhibit Small Worlds (cf. Schilling, 2005). Similarly, Small Worlds of interfirm alliances, or interpatent-holder cooperation, increase innovation productivity (cf. Fleming, King, & Juda, 2007).

Small Worlds show dense, local clusters (also known as cliques), and a short path between any randomly chosen pair of nodes throughout the network. This structure is economical in the brain, in the sense of minimizing wiring costs to carry highly dynamic, complex information flow (cf. Langera, von Bastian, Wirza, Oberauerb, & Jankeea, 2013). Consistently, Small World brain anatomy shows specialized and partially segregated functional regions, alongside distributed-yet-integrated processing throughout the entire brain.
In parallel with Constructal law, Small Worlds appear both within the brain and within its shared, collective and Extended cognitive expressions. The mind is externalizing Small World networks—with its uses of social networks, IT networks, or linking of ideas, for example—just as it is externalizing Constructal forms. We would expect, therefore, that more innovative organizations (than peers) are embedded in larger and faster-flowing Small Worlds of innovation-relevant information. If, for example, pursuing novel solutions to recognized problems, the greater innovative productivity of an organization can be explained by its position in Small Worlds of salient information flow:

**Proposition 2** More innovative organizations employ Small World networks of greater size and diversity than peers.

In summary, the mind is embedded in (at least) two archetypes of externalized, nonindividualistic informational network. Both Constructal and Small World networks tie individual and collective cognition. Such optimizations mediate organizations’ performance outcomes.

4.2 The Optimized Extended Mind

The prior sections imply that minds co-depend both on context (e.g., technologies within and beyond the group), and on other minds, to collectivize. Individual and organizational mind can be analyzed commensurately.

The cognitive-network perspective means that the structure of flowing information is the vital feature. Structure mediates both individual and collective intelligence. Specific network archetypes are identified. Significantly, these archetypes are common to both intra- and extracranial phenomena. But how might intra- and extracranial networks interact? The article now considers how archetypes conjoin across levels of analysis.

An example illustrates multilevel analysis. The brains of innovators manifest Small World networks of cortical activity as they strive for novel insights (Schilling, 2005). Moreover, innovators form Small World social networks as they share and develop ideas (Fleming et al., 2007). The combination of the same network archetype at different levels of analysis—in this example, cranial, interpersonal, and interfirm—suggests that option-richness at one level of salient information flow supports another. System-level innovation-potential is optimized. A parallel argument is made for multilevel Constructal networks and the drive for efficiency. For example, highly efficient flows of financial information manifest Constructal networks (Sweo & Pate, 2010), while the super-noridal reaction speed of traders responding to information (Coates, Gurnell, & Ruchini, 2009) suggests highly efficient (human) neural networks in action. One expects, therefore, that organizations most attuned to either efficiency or innovation, to have, compared with peers, more extensive networks of information of self-similar archetype:

**Proposition 3a** Organizational efficiency increases with more Constructal information flows across levels of analysis; intra- to extracranial.

**Proposition 3b** Organizational innovation increases with more Small World information flows across levels of analysis; intra- to extracranial.

In this way, complex and far-reaching Extended Mind cognition (as one might associate with an organization) is structured in hierarchical, self-similar networks of flowing information. Both Constructal and Small World networks have the property of being self-similar and hierarchical, or scale-free. Such forms are fractal (cf. Briggs, 1992).
4.3 Balancing efficiency and optionality

The prior sections, on Constructal and Small World networks, raise the issue of how and why efficient and option-rich systems optimally blend. The blending challenge is widespread. For example: organizational Exploitation versus Exploration (March, 1991); Lean versus Agile distribution networks (Christopher, 2000); Weberian bureaucracy versus organic organizational structure (cf. Child, 1972); or the computational challenge of seeking more-refined versus novel algorithms (cf. Gittins, 1979). As March notes, “Adaptive systems that engage in exploration to the exclusion of exploitation are likely to find that they suffer the costs of experimentation without gaining many of the benefits. They exhibit too many undeveloped new ideas and too little distinctive competence. Conversely, systems that engage in exploitation to the exclusion of exploration are likely to find themselves trapped in suboptimal stable equilibria” (1991, p. 71).

The combination of the same network archetype at different levels of analysis—in this example, cranial, interpersonal, and interfirm—suggests that option-richness at one level of salient information flow supports another.

Yet, with some notably constrained and mathematical exceptions—cf. the many papers building on Gittins (1979)—the challenge of optimal blending is unmet. March laments, “Specifying the optimal mix of exploitation and exploration is difficult or impossible.” (2006, p. 205). Nevertheless, beneficial emphasizes in the blend have been identified. For example, at the individual level, Mom et al. (2007) found that the more a manager acquires top-down and bottom-up knowledge flows, or top-down and horizontal knowledge flows, the higher the levels of exploration and exploitation activities...managers have both a short-term and a long-term orientation (cf. O’Reilly & Tushman, 2004; Probst & Raisch, 2005; Raisch, Birkinshaw, Probst, & Tushman, 2009, p. 687).

Exploitation is favored in conditions of high predictability, fewer potentially-rich choices, and less time-to-see-pay-offs. Exploration is preferred contrariwise; with less predictability, more tempting choices, and more time-to-explore (cf. March, 2006). That the human brain is the most-evolved known solution to the blending problem suggests a model of optimization. In this vein, researchers have begun to tackle how human brains combine the two modes of cognition (Berger-Tal, Nathan, Meron, & Saltz, 2014; Cohen, McClure, & Yu, 2007; Laureiro-Martínez, Brusoni, Canessa, & Zollo, 2015). One expects, therefore, that the exploitation versus exploitation dilemma manifests as efficient versus option-rich informational networks. This, in turn, implies a blend of Constructal and Small World networks attuned to the organization’s needs:

- **Proposition 4a** For organizations, less time, choice, or uncertainty, correlates with proportionally more use of efficient Constructal networks, and less use of option-rich Small World informational networks.

- **Proposition 4b** For organizations, more time, choice, or uncertainty, correlates with proportionally less use of efficient Constructal networks, and more use of option-rich Small World informational networks.

5 DEVELOPING A NEW MODEL

To review the argument: innovations, financial transactions, organizations, strategies, language, or research itself, are all products of the mind. Moreover, these phenomena manifest common structures; Constructal and Small World networks of flowing information. Such structures are observable in the human brain and its neuroanatomy, in technological or social networks, and beyond. Moreover, these different levels of network (e.g., neuroanatomical, linguistic, and interorganizational) are interactive and co-dependent. The existence of both network archetypes, and their commonality, both intra- and extracranially, is well-established. In both organizational and neuroanatomical cases, links between structure and performance outcomes are also well-established.

Given that both Constructal and Small World networks are optimizations—of, respectively, efficiency and economic optionality, which can be linked to both evolutionary and market-competitive survival—it is argued that common forces in nature created common structures in brains and their (historically expanding) cognitive niche. It is further presumed that change is directed by minds to achieve goals. The Extended Mind gives theoretical support to the associations between individual cognition and tool-use, language, organizational routines, collective thinking, etc. It is upon this chain of evidence and reasoning that this paper rests.

Densely-shared informational structures—at combined levels of analysis—are what matter to collective intelligence and hence to collective action. The argument reduces to the idea that dual archetypes of fractal (i.e., hierarchical, self-similar, and scale-free) cognitive network are the essence of strategy. The model predicts cognitive advantages for the organization or individual with bigger and better-structured flows of information.

This article attempts to understand the structures on which cognition optimally depends. Table 1 below summarizes the model; its assumptions, the consequent propositions, and implications. Later, the article addresses further implications for research.
TABLE 1  A network model of collective intelligence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent collective action depends on extensive and complex, bidirectional, co-dependent, evolving networks of information; of neurons, language usage, IT networks, logistics, of interfirm alliances, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations exist, through distilled social and intellectual capital, to direct collective intelligence towards shared goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations blend processes of exploration and exploitation to increase their adaptive potential.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Propositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More efficient organizations employ more Constructal-like flows than peer organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More efficient/innovative networks tie proportionally more to self-similar archetypes across levels of analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The blend of the dual network archetypes conforms to patterns associated with the explore versus exploit dilemma.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collective work concerns the cultivation of collective intelligence. Managers should foster a balance of the two archetypes of optimal goal-directed informational networks. Information flows—and hence intelligence—are optimizable at diverse and combined levels of analysis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 | Implications for research |

Prior research says a lot about managerial cognition, a little about collective cognition, and very little about collective intelligence. Given the near-equivalence of high collective intelligence and successful collective action or strategizing, a vital question is how to increase the potency of organizational cognition. This article supports a view of organizational work and strategy as cognitive, situated (cf. Hodgkinson & Healey, 2011), complex and adaptive (cf. Wagman, 2010), and thus avoiding the pitfalls of reductionism (cf. Lindebaum & Zundel, 2013). Cognitive research in organizations, it is argued, should incorporate multiple levels of analysis (cf. Huff, 1997). This article offers a novel analysis of neuroanatomy blended with organizational processes. Extant research discusses how cognition—collectively or otherwise—is important to collective effort (cf. Gavetti & Rivkin, 2007). A performant feature of cognition is informational network structure (cf. Li et al., 2009). This article attempts to pin-down what structures of complex interaction are optimal with respect to time pressures, task-complexity or uncertainty (building on, for example, Lazar & Friedman, 2007). But, in contrast with nearly all prior work on managerial cognition (cf. Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, for an engaging exception that focuses on social networks) this article takes the emphasis off individuals’ cognitive endowments and, rather, places it firmly onto informational networks. These are, in terms of size, speed, or optionality, measurable and comparable between brains, groups or organizations. Moreover, the article proposes that all salient complex processes are optimizable in terms of just two network archetypes and their blending. Such networks have fractal properties. This forms a parsimonious model of collective intelligence. This, in turn, offers a way to explain, predict or improve cognition, and its related performance outcomes, at individual or collective levels of analysis. This article contributes to knowledge by focusing on the structure of Extended Mind cognition. It specifies the pattern of information flow across diverse and complex phenomena in which minds conjoin with organizations to tackle—as befits their purpose—large, dynamic, and sophisticated challenges. That such patterns are optimal aids normative theorizing.

In sum, this article is a call for more efforts to see collective action in terms of structured, multilevel information flow. Such flows can be optimized. Improvement can be linked to increased collective intelligence, and hence to better strategy and organizational outcomes.

5.2 | Implications for practice |

Cognitive efficiency and optionality should be trained and cultivated. Because organizational outcomes depend on collective intelligence (applied to shared goals) at multiple, co-dependent levels of analysis, development also should be considered at all levels; the individual brain, the group, the organization, and the supra-organization (by building intra- and interorganizational networks of appropriate form and blend).
The model predicts that artificially intelligent agents will similarly benefit from network structures of flowing information. In addition, the framework can help explain the dire performance outcomes of organizations endowed with luminous individual brilliance, coupled with disjointed flows of task-relevant information (the crushing fate of talent-rich Long Term Capital Management offers a trenchant case, cf. Lowenstein, 2000).

Organizations can be guided by the Propositions within. For example, managers seeking more innovation should foster diverse and interactive Small World networks. Effort could emphasize improved neuroplasticity, new narratives, and language in which to couch challenges, diverse group or intraorganizational working, and embedding the organization in information-rich and diverse interorganizational networks. These are all (interacting) measures likely to increase the innovative potential of the firm.

The future is one of both individuals and collectives embedding within bigger, information-richer, and faster networks (cf. Castells, 2000). Attention to network structures, their extensiveness, and the balance of dual archetypes, will be rewarded with cognitive advantages for the agencies in question.

5 | Limitations of the Model

This section addresses the limitations of the model. The article engages with the idea of optimal networks. But some organizational networks are either irrelevant or damaging (cf. Alvesson & Spicer, 2012). The pursuit of optimality aids normativity and parsimony, but lacks descriptive adequacy.

Networks are described as self-organizing while referring to managerial agency in their development. Yet, by definition, self-organizing networks are susceptible to little managerial agency. Hence, the article serves, indirectly, as an argument for the narrow limits of free-will and, likewise, the vast extent of partly-determined human action. On this view, thoughts, capabilities, and actions are both trammeled by, and catalyzed by, habitual networks. That such networks are a product of the mind does not wholly liberate the Extended Mind from its self-generated tracks. More broadly, to what extent are (undiscussed) variables intervening between, say, intracranial intentionality and organizational action?

6 | Summary

Cognitive advantages (i.e., wherein choices matter) are invariant within the indeterminacies of evolutionary systems. The question of how to enhance managerial cognition is fundamental within strategy.

Effort could emphasize improved neuroplasticity, new narratives, and language in which to couch challenges, diverse group or intraorganizational working, and embedding the organization in information-rich and diverse interorganizational networks

Strategy and organizational work is likened to collective (Extended Mind) intelligence. Evolutionary and competitive forces for greater efficiency and optionality are formative of common, complex network archetypes within the biological brain and its context. The mind reorders the world, and the world reorders the mind. Higher intelligences have, in both cases, the capacity for more reordering.

In sum, organizations are a form of extensible, ameliorable, and specialized intelligence. They are, optimally, an outcome of two balanced archetypes of fractal cognitive network. Such an understanding, if proven valid, solves some obdurate challenges of improving organizational outcomes.
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